OH-H-H- I KNEW THEY'D CHASE US OUT O' HERE- DADDY- HERE THEY COME-

IT MUST BE MR. MORGAN AND THAT GIANT- QUICK! LET'S GRAB OUR THINGS AND RUN-

NO- IT'S NOT OUR HOUSE- IF THE GIANT WANTS TO PUT US OUT HE CAN- BUT I'LL NOT RUN-

YOU KNOW THE TERRIBLE STORIES THEY TELL ABOUT THAT GUY MORGAN- AND I'VE SEEN THE GIANT- WELL, THIS WILL KEEP EM OUT- NOT EVEN A GIANT CAN OPEN THIS DOOR NOW-

THEY'RE TRYIN' TH' DOOR- BUT THEY'LL NEVER BE ABLE TO BREAK THAT BAR-

OLIVER WARBUCKS! WHY YOU OLD GORILLA!

HENRY MORGAN! YOU OLD CROCODILE!

MEMBER THAT JAM IN PURRMA? I NEVER WOULD HAVE GOT OUT IF THERE ALIVE BUT FOR YOU-

REMEMBER THAT JAM IN PURRMA? I NEVER WOULD HAVE GOT OUT IF THERE ALIVE, BUT FOR YOU-

HA! HA! HA! OH, YOU'D HAVE GOTTEN OUT, ALL RIGHT- WOW! WHAT A NOW THAT WAS EH?

WHAT TH-?

WELL, I'LL BE-

THE SAME PROUD, STUBORN SORT YOU ALWAYS WERE- AH- THIS MUST BE LITTLE ANNIE- YOU TOLD ME SO MUCH ABOUT-

YES- ANNIE THIS IS MR. MORGAN, ONE OF THE BEST FRIENDS I EVER HAD-

HOW DO YOU DO MR. MORGAN-

BOY, HAVE WE A LOT TO TALK ABOUT IF I CAN'T GET YOU TO COME TO THE BIG HOUSE WITH ME, I'LL STAY HERE WITH YOU-

FINE- PULL UP A BOX AND SIT DOWN ANNIE, HOW ABOUT ANOTHER PLATE- MR. MORGAN IS STAYING TO SUPPER-

WHEE- HAVE I BEEN SHOPPIN' TO-DAY!!!

NOT THAT I REALLY NEED ANY OF THIS "STUFF" BUT ME MOTTLE'S TO BUY- BUY! BUY!

PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRY- KEEP OUR FACTORIES GOIN'- MAKE WORK FOR OUR FINE PEOPLE O' THIS LAND- BUY! BUY!

AH- A BEAUTIFUL DISH- WAIT A MINUTE- WHAT'S THIS? "MADE IN BOLONIA" WELL, I'LL BE A----

"MADE IN GABOONIA" "MADE IN FANTAN" "MADE IN-" PHOJOE- WHAT'S THE USE? WELL, BELIEVE ME, NIXY, TOIME I GO SHOPPIN' I'LL WEAR ME SPECCS-

Makes children clean up vegetables because of the rich beef stock flavor

HORMEL VEGETABLE SOUP